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There arose a necessity to issue a notification concerning a certain
researcher into, and purported exposer of, the Jesuit order, Eric Jon 
Phelps. 

I have long perceived Phelps is a fake believer, a spurious "Christian", 
or, as per Pauline language, a "false brother". But yesterday I took some 
time for a brief look at his Vatican Assassins 2007 ed. (2009 printing) 
PDF file. And I wasn't surprised, but nonetheless alarmed and a bit 
shocked, at what disturbing things I found. Based on this I now wish to 
alert all who read this, to be aware of Phelps' subversive anti- Romans 
13 -propaganda, and as opportunity arises to notify others (whether they 
have read his book/articles or watched his video presentations or not) 
who are aware of the NWO conspiracy. Because Phelps could at worst 
be playing people into serving the cause of the papacy. And here is my 
foremost basis for stating thus:

"We must go to physical war as a matter of domestic policy against the armies 
controlled by Rome’s Jesuits, even as our forefathers have so bravely done in 

the past." [p.693, emph. Phelps] 

Promotion of physical war. His advice as to which course of action 
people should take, relative to the NWO and the Jesuits et.al., plays 
straight into the hands of the Jesuits and their Hegelian dialectic. These 
men are undoubtedly praying to their god Baal, Satan, to raise up 
revolutionists, as well as raising them up themselves, and Phelps 
appears as just the kind of men they need, if not in fact one of 
themselves. 

Here's how he describes himself on the front leaf of the book: 

>> Eric Jon Phelps 
“Obstinate Heretic” and Anti-Radical, Patriotic Political“ Liberal” “Accursed” 
and Condemned by the Jesuit General’s Council of Trent 

Final Authority: The Authorized King James Bible Version of 1611 



Racial and Religious Separatist (Non-Hater of Any Peoples of Color or 
Religion) 

Defender of the Beloved Hebrew/Jewish/Israelitic Descendants of Abraham 

Pro-White, Scotch-Irish, Anglo-Saxon; Pro-Protestant, American Freeman 
Claiming Citizenship of Pre-14th Amendment Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Claiming Original(Article IV, Section 2) United States Citizenship (1789-1868) 

Jeffersonian/Jacksonian Democrat and State Rights 
Constitutional Separatist Anti-Cartel-Capitalist, Anti-Socialist, Pro-Laissez-
Faire, Biblical White Nationalist 

Anti-Communist, Anti-Fascist, Anti-New/DarkAge, Anti-New World Order 

Dispensational, Premillennial, Pre-70th Week Appearing of Christ, Pure 5th 
Monarchy Anti-Papacy/Islam, Anti-Jesuit, Anti-Masonic, First-Day, Baptist-
Calvinist Puritan 

“Warning Every Man and Teaching Every Man in All Wisdom” (Col.1:28) >> 

It may in some sense seem unlikely that Phelps further's Rome's cause 
by his present actions, when considering the fact that he's written so 
much which exposes or documents the Jesuits et.al., and their nefarious 
deeds in history. But, if he can succeed in inspiring people to revolt/rebel
against the higher powers, "the powers that be", he will have served 
their cause just perfectly. If I take to read the book from the beginning to 
end I will know even more concerning what manner of man Phelps is. 
So this is a preliminary sound of alarm based on my present insight, and 
not to be brushed aside without duly considering it. 

One key thing to note is that he emphatically identifies himself as a 
"Protestant" at every event. The Vatican full well knows that a man like 
this, with much knowledge and ostensibly staunchly "Protestant", will 
appeal to those of a like persuasion, and "Protestants" today are not 
that easy to incite to armed resistance or revolution, unless exactly 
through the "ministry" of one who on many accounts appears to be one 
of them. 

Not only is Phelps to be marked and watched out for and notified of. But 
additionally all those who have been actively promoting his book, his 
YouTube videos, his website and FB site, and himself the man as a 
Jesuit researcher and exposer, are more or less suspect in my book. 
They are at best very low on discernment, and led astray. At worst they 



are possibly, hate to have to say it, servants of Rome. One who has
actively been promoting Phelps is Greg Szymanski. Alan Lamont I think 
has also done so. Two which come to mind just now. By supporting 
Phelps and his unrighteous deeds they are potentially partaking in the 
harmfully evil work of preparing unprincipled professedly "Christian" men 
for insurrection, revolution, or other physical acts involving physical 
violence towards fellow-men. These that are such are no peace-makers, 
also violating Eph. 6:12 - "Because it is not for us the one-to-one 
combat against blood and flesh..". They are potential rebels against 
the higher authorities (and thus against God, cp. Romans 13), and 
"rebellion {is as} the sin of witchcraft" (KJV), says the word of God, 
1Sam. 15:23.

Phelps' own profile/description of himself I suspect is quite subtly and 
calculatedly formulated so as to appeal basically to all and any who 
consider themselves "Bible-believers", whether "Protestant", "Baptist", 
"Dispensationalist", "Calvinist", "Puritan", or "Religious Separatist". It is 
kind of an "a little bit of something for everybody" -approach. Many 
"Bible-believers" are understandably able to symphatize and identify 
with his seemingly praise-worthy cause against the Jesuits and the 
papacy as they likely find themselves identifying with at least one 
tag/label he uses. Note how he appeals to "Calvinists", on one hand, but 
also to arminians in the sense that they are able to identify with either 
"Dispensational" or "Pro-Protestant" or "Premillenial" or "Baptist", or 
some other tag/label on the list. His approach is in this sense exactly 
similar to that of some slick popular politicians, appealing to as many 
different kinds of persuasions/people as possible without offending none 
of the such as he appeals to. Compare with the recent address by the 
Vatican-controlled ISIS, at the claimed beheading of the 21 coptic 
"Christians" in Libya, addressing the video to "the nation of the cross". 
Basically anyone professing Christ could identify himself with such a 
nebulous/vague/unspecified/ambiguous target audience. Here I'd 
remark that "the body of the Christ" (Eph. 4:12, Col. 2:17, Gr. text) is not

a "nation", cp. Rom. 10:19, ουκ�εθνει�.�

Note moreover how Phelps also appeals to "Patriotic" minded folks, KJV 
Onlyites (Phelps is apparently KJVO), Christian Zionists, anti-
Communists. And to anti-Islam, which stance is now becoming more 
and more common owing to certain recent incidents of violence 
reportedly carried out by muslims.
So, Phelps' profiling of himself in my opinion bears many hallmarks of 
Jesuitical craftiness and psychology-based subtlety. If any is to succeed 
inciting "Bible-believers", "Protestants", etc., to rebellion/revolution, 



insurrection, armed resistance, etc., it is him, or men with more or less 
similar agenda or approach. In the outfolding of things Phelps and such 
like men will take care of the revolutionary propaganda part, priming the 
minds by their books/articles/audios/videos, and Satan's demons will, in 
turn, stir the affections, and further harden the consciences, of those 
"Protestants", "Baptists", "Dispensationalists", "Calvinists", etc., that 
swallow such propaganda hook, line and sinker. And Alex Jones et.al. 
non- Jesuit/Rome-exposers of the (largely New Age- and atheist-
minded) alternative media NWO "truth movement" falsely-so-called will 
do the same to the "unchurched" (or, non- "Bible-believing") segment of 
those aware there is a NWO conspiracy going on (whether or not they 
understand it is Babylonian and papal/Jesuitic in essence). 

So, at worst there might soon be a whole bunch of people pre-prepared 
to rise up in one or the other way against the higher powers, some even 
prepared to take to arms, some against the authorities/government, 
others (Phelps-followers primarily) against suspected Jesuits or other 
romanists, and against suspected freemasons, and possibly against 
muslims, and who besides. In no country, I guess, has this priming gone 
on for as long, or as zealously, as in the USA. Most alternative media 
outlets on the internet are American, and most of the Phelps-minded or -
influenced Jesuit-exposers are U.S. citizens. One of the prerequisites, it 
would seem, to the final implementation of the planned papal NWO 
(involving a totalitarian rule, and what more) is that there would rise up 
to rebellion/revolution a more or less primed and duped controlled 
opposition force. This could likely not happen without a prior (dis-)
information campaign "exposing the NWO (generally, and particularly 
the Jesuit/papal plotting to some)" as has now gone one for some 
decades more or less. So, what I'm saying is that...

1) there is an age old conspiracy, yes, Babylonian in origin, having gone 
on now at least since the days of Paul. And now its leaders are in Rome, 
from where they rule the entire project

2) and there has gone on a concerted information campaign for decades 
now, with a view to informing people of its existence, including some 
details more or less. But to a large extent the informing has been a 
subtly and speciously priming and indoctrinating people to essentially 
become a potential controlled opposition to itself the NWO 
superstructure (which is huge and complicated and multi-layered and -
branched)

3) those that have informed about or "exposed" the NWO conspiracy in 
a propagandistic manner (subtly priming hearers towards rebellion, 



lawlessness, armed insurrection, revolution, etc.) are very likely most, if 
not all, being led or deceived to do so by the Vatican and its middlemen

Are there, then, any persons informing re the NWO and/or the Jesuits & 
the Vatican which can be trusted to have informed/exposed it in a godly, 
truthful, accurate, and scriptural manner? Possibly. Likely they would be 
such as, among other things, discourage from, and warn against, with 
appeal to Paul and Scripture, revolting or rebelling against the existing 
higher authorities. Viz. basically a diametrically opposite approach to the 
problem as Phelps & Co. prescribes. He and his "Jesuit-exposing" 
clique are potentially creating a controlled opposition (which is part of 
the "Reaction" phase of the Hegelian dialectic), priming a movement of 
mainly "Protestant" revolutionaries. At the worst he is playing a similar 
role as Jesuit-educated freemason and atheist revolutionary 
propagandist Voltaire played up to his death (1778) in the decades 
preceding the French Revolution. 

Interestingly, doing a phrase search in his Vatican Assassins, the 2004 
ed. pdf file, I noticed Phelps didn't give any clear explanation of the 
Jesuits' and their Bavarian Illuminati's Hegelian dialectic tactic. I couldn't 
find key concepts thereof such as "controlled opposition", "false flag 
operation(s)", "Ordo ab Chao" or "Order out of Chaos", "Problem-
Reaction-Solution". The name "Hegelian Dialectic" occurs only once, 
and that without no clear expounding on it. And, strangely, no mention of 
prof. John Robison's classical exposé of the Bavarian Illuminati from 
1798, Proofs of a Conspiracy. But all the more he mentions claimedly 
ex-Jesuit, "Dr." Alberto Rivera, an arminian "Protestant" false teacher 
who collaborated with decisionist Baptist publisher Jack T Chick in 
Chick's Alberto comic series in the 1980's, where Rivera did some 
interesting exposing of the Jesuits, at the same time partaking in 
promoting Chick's decisionist/arminian false gospel with its abominable 
Jesus-pictures, which the Decalogue [the 2nd commandment, cp. Ex. 
20:4, Deut. 4:15-16] forbids and condemns. Phelps calls Rivera "our 
hero" more than once in his book. This shows that "Calvinist" Phelps is 
more a calminian, who has no soteriological discernment nor integrity, 
and this should be a huge red flag which could indicate Phelps is a 
servant of Rome out on a mission to lead astray people to go against 
"the powers that be". This man is a wolf with not much of a sheep 
clothing to cover him. But beware. 

I'll next quote some from the 2004 PDF edition to show what he says, in 
his own words:

"We pray for their conversion to Jesus the Christ of the Reformation Bible, 



enabling them to resist their past worshipful master – Satan – whom they must 
abandon. But when these unconverted men become bolder to resist the 
preaching of the pure gospel, desiring to destroy us “heretics and liberals,” we 

must through the arm of government take up “the Sword of Just Defense” as 
we Calvinists have called it. We must go to physical war against the armies 
controlled by Rome’s Jesuits even as our forefathers have so bravely done in 
the past. Indeed, there is: 

“ . . . a time of war . . . ” – Ecclesiastes 3:8 

We fight valiantly for the truth in the earth: we win the day or retreat to attack 
again. We never surrender, as our foes have no mercy evidenced by the Waco 
massacre; so, we die to the last man even as Holland’s wild Beggars of the sea. 
We fight and die well as our Calvinist forefathers fought and died on a 
thousand fields of battle, outnumbered and outgunned, remembering we 

brought Europe out of the Dark Ages into the Modern Era; we alone gave birth 

to political liberty so limiting the powers of rulers, our Father having answered 
our prayers. " [p.693, emph. Phelps]

Note the jargon, makes me think of a trained orator or professional 
playwright, or a seasoned novelist.

"Dear truth-seeker, do you see how the radical mass emancipation of the Negro 
slaves after the War Between the States was never intended to benefit them but 
rather was calculated to destroy the private wealth of small White “heretic” 
masters in the South? Historically speaking, Blacks generally only produce 
wealth when trained and/or overseen by Whites. Do you see how the 

Fourteenth Amendment enslaved both Whites and Blacks to the new master 

in Washington — the Society of Jesus? Is not the Archbishop of New York the 

real “massa” of Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, Albert Gore and Jesse 

Jackson (who is apparently to be replaced with another mulatto Black agitator, 

Al Sharpton), they being nothing more than his “altar boys”? " [p.677]

To give a pointer re his close-to-racist disposition (cp. "Racial... 
Separatist").

Then from another ed. of said book:

"In short, The Great Remonstrance, authored by England’s Calvinist Puritans, 

therewith setting the stage for Oliver Cromwell’s Puritan Revolution, is the 
foremost example for us White Calvinist, North American, Puritan Bible-
believers in resisting the Pope’s Temporal Power! Cromwell’s Baptist-Calvinist 
Independents were righteously pitted against the Jesuit Order’s licentious, 



Magna Charta-trashing tyranny of King Charles I. We, the risen Son of 

God’s New Testament Church in North America, must depart from infidelity 
and apostasy as we in faith sally forth to resist Rome’s Temporal Power—now 

enforced through President Bush who has called the United States 

Constitution “a god_____ piece of paper.” Make no mistake, this fascist
tyranny will continue to worsen and we will be driven to make the same

statement as did John Witherspoon, “The time is not ripe, but rotten.”
"[p.1712, 2007 ed. PDF, emph. EJP]

Note the jargon again, and how he idolizes and romanticizes 
"Revolution" (note his caps and all). Note also the ambiguous nebulous 
and unscriptural designation "New Testament Church".

"In England, we penned The Great Remonstrance and then fought under the 

banners of our beloved and courageous Protector, Oliver Cromwell, as he 

made war against the Order’s King Charles I under the colors of the Puritan-

dominated English Parliament. Aye, we fought as Covenanters for Scottish 

liberty against the tyrannical English King Charles II who made “Scotland to 
howl” for twenty-eight years for our secession— which included our refusal to 
pay his taxes and fight his wars!" [p.1715]

This verbiage of calling the rulers "tyrannical" or "tyrants" is un-Pauline. 
That should raise a red flag. But what's more, it was a similar jargon as 
used by the Italian illuminized freemasons and the Carbonari in the 
mid-1800s to foment revolution among the common people. See 
romanist George E Dillon's 1885 book "Grand Orient Freemasonry 
Exposed (etc.)", 5th rev. and enlarged ed., 1965, p.133. Needless to say 
Dillon, papist that he was, had nothing bad to say about the Jesuits, the 
Vatican, and the RCC, but otherwise when read discerningly the books 
sheds light on things of masonry and Weishaupt's (Jesuit-created) 
Illuminati.

"Whether we won or lost, we fought first prayerfully and then valiantly, on a 
thousand fields of battle as godly warriors with manly firmness: we were 
disciplined and fearless White Calvinist Freemen! Without a twinge of 
conscience, our minds were fully persuaded to engage in righteous wars of 
resistance to unlawful Jesuit tyranny, fought in submission to the infallible, 

written Protestant Bible, the Word of God. Our hearts knew no fear as we 
galloped at full speed with our swords raised to heaven, unsheathed only in 

defense of our God-given faith and wielded in the face of savage Popish 

armies led by the priests of the damnable Society of Jesus. Our God and 

Father, our risen Savior—the Lord Jesus Christ, our dear families and local 
church brethren inspired us to spiritual warfare leading into the physical realm 



of first the Parliaments and Congresses, the courts, and finally the battlefields. 
There, we drew our “Swords of Just Defense.” " [p.1716]

"Anti-Pope Protestantism as described above is a dead horse, an empty shell, a 
suppressed history, a forgotten dream of faithful men beating down the 

Spiritual and Political tyranny of the Pope of Rome. These feats of faith were 

realized while we trusted the one true invisible God to keep His Word if we 
would but obey Him. " [p.1716]

Pray tell, how does one "beat down the... Political tyranny of the Pope"? 
As it reads it is per se open to the reader's own interpretation, but 
previous statements hint that in Phelps' book and mind it entails using 
physical force. 

Lastly. I perceive that in addition to priming towards physical resistance 
against "tyrants" (rulers and authorities, as per Paul the apostle) Phelps' 
book also serves to promote ecumenism among non-Catholics who may 
read. Moreover the book reflects Phelps' false gospel and soteriology, 
which largely echoes Martin Luther and Calvin et.al. "Reformers", plus 
the "Puritans". It also praises the "Protestant Reformation" and 
Protestantism as though it were "true Christianity", whereas it isn't, but 
rather a forgery thereof, a falsehood and a deviation from the Pauline 
faith and order. The Reformation was, mark my words, a Satan-
contrived controlled opposition to the RCC, and the "Reformers" were 
false teachers, "false prophets", one after the other. Protestantism and 
its various branches are but harlot daughters of Rome the mother harlot. 
Ex-Jesuit Rivera, whom Phelps praises, neither he understood this fact, 
or he knew but kept quiet to keep people in the dark as to the truth 
concerning the Reformation and Protestantism. 

Phelps furthermore words things in such manner here and there so as to 
make the book also serve the cause of giving false assurance to 
spurious believers of varying persuasions under the bigger unifying 
umbrella of "Protestant". Thus he's seen to be a "Calvinist" and 
"Protestant" who speaks peace to people where there is no true peace. 
Cp. 2 John 9-11. Also his nodding approvingly at the sectarian folly of 
KJV Onlyism, by more or less encouraging or promoting it, is 
wickedness. As well as having some notions not far from racism or 
kinism, and Sunday sabbatarianism, etc. 

In conclusion, this man is a wolf and a deceiver on many accounts, a 
man "disapproved as touching the faith" (Titus 1:16). For all the factual 
information he puts out concerning the Jesuits et.al. which may be 
historically accurate he nonetheless stains his work by all the wicked 



things he promotes, and impugns his own "Christian" profession, and 
incriminates his person as ostensibly an untrustworthy misleader of 
souls of men, an ecumenist, a calminian peace-speaker, and a false 
teacher of another gospel, and what more. He having an ear and the 
mind of Christ, let him hear, and pray to God along the lines of Paul in 
1Tim. chapter 2, and that such crooked specious propaganda as 
promoted by Phelps et.al. may be exposed and reproved as the 
lawlessness it is, and hopefully their mouth's be stopped through sharp
reproof, to stop teaching things they ought not teach, no doubt 
subverting entire households in the process. 


